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A

damus conducted an interesting albeit non-scientific survey
at the BON Adventure gathering in Hawaii in February. He began the first session of the morning with the
Shaumbra 60-Second Workout – a great way to get the day started – and then
launched into the survey.

Crimson Circle Energy Co.
PO Box 7394
Golden, CO 80403 USA
crimsoncircle.com
support@crimsoncircle.com
Phone: 1 303 601 9112

The BON group consisted of 76 people from 18 different countries, about
80% women and 20% men, with ages ranging from the late 20’s to late 70’s.
In other words, it was a pretty good representation of Shaumbra, but not
necessarily of humans in general. He asked the group how much time they
spent on various activities during the day. Linda raced around the room with
the microphone getting audience input, while Rebecca Zuh (Australia) wrote
the answers on the board. Feeling into the energy of the group, Adamus averaged the audience answers based on what he felt was really the amount of
time spent on the activities.

© Copyright 2017
Crimson Circle Energy Co., Inc.

Adamus’ question: How much time do you spend each day on…
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SLEEP?
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low
of 4 hours per day to a high of 10 hours a
day. Adamus said that the real average for
Shaumbra is about 7.5 hours of sleep per day.
Adamus Comments – Shaumbra should
have two sleep periods per day. The first
would be about 4 hours in length, and the
second “nap” would be about 60 – 90 minutes. “A lot of people sleep more than this
because they don’t want to be awake… they
don’t want the day to be so long.”
Writer’s Comment – So that’s why you wake
me up nearly every night at 2 AM?

EATING? (INCLUDING FOOD
PREPARATION AND
CONSUMPTION)
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of 45 minutes
a day to a high of 4 hours. Adamus said the actual average time Shaumbra spends preparing and eating food is
about 3 hours per day.

Adamus Comments – “The human body only needs
to eat once every two days. The required amount of
energy your body needs can be fulfilled with one good
meal every two days. Have a combination of protein, lifeforce foods such
as fruits and vegetables, and then
something you
really like such as
chocolate, cake,
etc. Prepare the
food in a leisurely
way, and then eat
it within a onehour time span.”
Writer’s Note –
A reminder that
Adamus’ favorite
and perhaps only
food consisted
of rolled oats,
honey and nuts.

4
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Adamus Comments – “Take more time, especially
doing things like getting a massage, getting your hair
and nails done, and generally taking more time to pamper your physical body.”
Writer’s Comment – I probably spend more vanity
time than Linda. It takes me longer because I’m taller.

TOILET?
Writer’s Comment – The audience came up with this
category, not Adamus. It was an “interesting” audience.

INTERNET? (FOR PLAY, NOT WORK)

Shaumbra: Time each day in the toilet ranged from a
low of 20 minutes to a high of 70 minutes. The average
is 45 minutes per day in the toilet.

Shaumbra – Answers ranged from
a low of 30 minutes a day to a high of
4 hours a day. Adamus said the actual average is about 2.25 hours per
day including social media, social
emails, etc.
Adamus Comments – “The Internet
has become humanity’s socialization,
communication and entertainment
tool. Instead of getting together
with family and friends, or doing
something interesting like going to
the marketplace, people spend their
time on the Internet. How much time
do you really need on the Internet?
About 30 minutes a day.”
Writer’s Comment – Yah but, they
didn’t have Internet in Adamus’ time.
Most people didn’t know how to read
or write, and letters were painstakingly written with pen and ink on
scratchy paper.

VANITY? (INCLUDING BATHING, SHAVING,
MAKE-UP, GROOMING, DRESSING, ETC.)
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of 10 minutes
to a high of three hours. Adamus said the actual average
is slightly over an hour a day.

Adamus Comments – “Are you people constipated
or what? Remember, we don’t have restrooms at the
Ascended Masters Club.”
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ORGANIZATION & TASKS? (INCLUDING
LAUNDRY, SHOPPING, CLEANING, GETTING GAS, PAYING BILLS, ETC.)
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of one hour
to a high of 4 hours daily. Adamus said the actual average is 3 hours a day.
Adamus Comments – “Humans spend a lot of time
each day just keeping things organized. By the end of
your life, you’ll have spent 3650 of your living days just
doing mundane tasks such as cleaning. Robots can’t
get here soon enough.”
Writer’s Comment – Bear in mind that Adamus had
servants in his last lifetime.

TELEVISION?
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of 0
to a high of 5 hours per day. Adamus said the
actual average is 2.25 hours per day watching
television.
Adamus Comments – “Really??”
Writer’s Comment – Adamus, if you didn’t
wake us up in the middle of the night we
wouldn’t be watching so much TV to try to get
back to sleep.

CAREER & JOBS?
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of 0 to a high
of 10. Adamus said the actual average is about 5.5 hours
per day because many Shaumbra don’t work anymore.
Adamus Comments – “Most adults work 8 – 10 hours
a day. Shaumbra tend to work less because they have
found other ways to realize abundance, or they retire
early, or they simply don’t want to spend so much time
working. They’d rather watch TV.”
Writer’s Comment – Is it work if you really enjoy what
you’re doing? Or if your boss is an Ascended Master who
always has a new project?

6
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FRIENDS & FAMILY?
(INCLUDING PERSONAL,
NON-COMPUTER TIME
BEING WITH FRIENDS
AND FAMILY)
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from
0 to 16 hours a day. (One person
said they loved being with their
partner 16 waking hours a day.)
Adamus said the average time spent
with family and friends is about one
hour each day.
Adamus Comments – Shaumbra
tend to spend less time with other
people because they spend more
time with themselves, or they
find it increasingly difficult to be
around people.
Writer’s Comment – Does this
include time with friends who are
Ascended Masters?

CRIMSON CIRCLE?
(INCLUDING TALKING
WITH ADAMUS, LISTENING TO SHOUDS, TALKING WITH
SHAUMBRA, ETC.)
Shaumbra – Answers ranged from a low of 10 minutes
a day to three hours a day. Adamus said the average time
spent with Crimson Circle activities is about 45 minutes a day.
Adamus Comments – “You flatter me, to think that you
spend 45 minutes a day with me.”
Writer’s Comment – You wake us up at 2 AM, which is
why we’re with you 45 minutes each day.

WITH YOURSELF?
(NOTHING ELSE OTHER THAN WITH
YOURSELF)
Shaumbra – Answers ranging from a low of 25 minutes
to a high of four hours per day. Adamus said the average
time for Shaumbra is actually about 45 minutes a day.
Adamus Comments – “Are you seeing something out
of balance here?”

Writer’s Note – It sucks to be with me?

All of that adds up to 27.75 hours per day. Adamus
says this overage is due to the fact that we multitask
throughout the day, such as eating while we watch TV, or
being on the Internet while on the toilet, or putting on
our makeup while we’re still asleep. His point at the BON
gathering was to look at our day, not necessarily from a
time viewpoint but from the perspective of passion. How
much routine is there in your day? How much of your day
is rote and mindless? And, most importantly, how much
passion is in your day? Passion is the very thing that
ignites BON. It’s what illuminates the screen of creation
and brings ordinary life to colorful, exciting life.
What’s a day in your life like? Is it spent sleeping and
watching TV, or experiencing your last lifetime on Earth
as an Embodied Master? Please share your thoughts and
comments on any of the Crimson Circle Facebook pages.
This could be an interesting study in Shaumbra sociology.
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MOVING TO THE NEXT LEVEL… WITH ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN

THE MASTER’S LIFE

NOW AVAILABLE!
CHAPTER 4 – SENSUALITY

•
•
8

Crimson Circle Cloud Class Event - Streaming Audio/Video
(non-downloadable)
You will have 90 days from the date of purchase to access
the audio, video and text e-reader
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Sensuality. According to Adamus Saint-Germain it
is one of the final things to open up in the process of
Realization. In fact, he has recently stated that when one
has opened to 11 true senses, they will indeed be in the
state of enlightenment.
Being human means that we have been very limited in
our awareness of reality, staying focused to the very minimal human perceptions. But, as Adamus says, when one
is ready to go beyond and open up the innate angelic
senses once again, it is actually the way out, the true
doorway to freedom.
This is the fourth chapter in The Master’s Life series.
The other chapters include: The Master’s Life 1:
Transfiguration; Master’s Life 2: I Am Here; and The
Master’s Life 3: Embodiment. You can view The Master’s
Life 4 without having viewed any of the other chapters.
Join Adamus and Yoham on this deep dive into the
senses. It’s like opening your eyes for the first time – the
world will never be quite the same!
WATCH EXCERPTS

Session 1 – The Human Sense (1:34:13)
Adamus says that this Cloud Class on Sensuality is
his favorite to date, and how he’s never been able to
dive so deep into the senses until now, not even in
the ancient Mystery Schools. He states that opening
the senses can actually make living in a human body
more tolerable. Adamus says that human senses are
not limited to the usual five; they also include the ability to sense the Earth, water, light, electricity and more.
However, the “human senses” are actually tools of the
single human sense – Focus.
Session 2 – Sense Intelligence (1:23:04)
When the senses begin to open, and then begin to
work together, boredom is simply unknown. The sense of
Focus is what allows us to exist in this reality, and is what
the mind understands. As the Focus gets exponentially
tighter and tighter, what will happen to the mind, to intelligence and to humanity? Adamus explains that things
like Alzheimer’s is simply the result of a human going

beyond their sense of Focus. He goes on to talk about
the innate intelligence contained within every sense, and
the beauty and gravity of Focus.
Session 3 – Focus (0:30:57)
After talking more about Focus, how it works and how
to go beyond, Adamus guides another merabh. He says,
“Listen now as this musical experience, this interpretation changes. The Master emerges, Focus shifts and the
free senses come in.”
Session 4 – The Way Out (1:01:05)
Opening the senses is actually the way out of this limited reality. It is the freedom that humans desire so much,
but which is very difficult to experience within Focus.
After mentioning the various things that humans deem
to be sensual, Adamus says that true sensuality “moves
through every part of you – body, mind and spirit – and
it is the experience,” rather than the mind’s interpreta-
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tion of the experience. He then leads a deep merabh for
resetting the human senses.
Session 5 – Imagination and Unity (0:56:49)
According to Adamus, Imagination is a sense and when
you begin opening it up, “suddenly you start coexisting
in both this realm and the other realms, and eventually
the two actually start melding together. Suddenly, things
aren’t as solid and fixed anymore. They’re malleable,
they’re movable and changeable. Imagination sets you
free.” Then he talks about the sense of Unity, which
allows you to perceive things as a whole rather than individual parts, and gives a delightful demonstration with
the assistance of Yoham.
Session 6 – Beauty (0:29:06)
The sense of Beauty can also be called Compassion,
Gratitude or Acceptance, for it is the sense that allows

you to see the perfection and beauty everywhere. It is the
acknowledgment of the “I Exist” of everything. Adamus
says, “The true Master sees beauty in everything, everything, everything,” and all you need to do is allow.

10
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Session 7 – Love (0:25:51)
Love, perhaps the greatest sense of all, is a way of
perceiving reality. Adamus talks about the origin of Love,
how it has been misunderstood, and why so many beings
come to this planet to experience it. Love cannot be
given or taken, it can only be experienced within yourself.
“The Master allows themselves to be in that sense of
Love each and every moment, each and every breath.”
Session 8 – Sensuality (0:21:03)
In this final session, Adamus brings it all together in
sensuality. He says, “This is a milestone for me, knowing
that in working with you and being with you every step
of the way that we would eventually come into this thing
I called sensual living. We’re finally here. It will provide
you with a different type of passion, a different type of
getting up every morning. It will provide you with such a
different fullness and richness in life.”

Format: Streaming video, audio and online text e-reader
Availability: 90 days from date of registration
Cost: $195

Translations: When text translations become available,
they will be listed at the top of this page. Because
these are done on a gratis basis, we do not know when
they will be available. No refunds or extensions will be
granted due to translation availability.
Featuring
Adamus Saint-Germain
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa & Amir Yakobi
Recorded at the Crimson Circle Studio, Louisville,
Colorado, March 2017
Refunds: No refunds on digital purchases

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

SHAUMBRA REVIEWS
“This experience takes you to a higher and at the
same time deeper level of the expansion of the ‘Sense
of Sensing.’ It goes beyond the understanding of how
the human senses are astonishing tools that allow and
enhance the human experience of the I Am, and thus
the mind can become a great companion in sharing the
experience and expansion of the new senses without
resistance, while allowing its integration into the day to
day of human life, which will completely change when
we discover in it all the shades that this new sense leads
us to unveil.
“Master’s Life 4 is an incredible experience of the
senses enriched by an impeccable production and the
incredible music of Yoham that supports the experience
in a beautiful way and intensifies the feeling of closeness
to Adamus, who always emphasizes he is with us, ‘Every
step of the way.’” ~ Seissa
“Adamus is at his best as creator of experiences and
merabhs. He felt more excited than I’ve ever felt him

to be moving into experiencing sensuality with us. He
said we were going beyond what was done in the mystery schools. For me this workshop shined Light on my
Knowingness and brought sweet clarity and awareness
and experience of senses beyond my physical senses.
And Yoham was spectacular. Adamus often asked them
to “interpret” the senses that he was discussing, and their
music came with new and expanded passion and depth.
“Coming to my senses is the ‘way out’ of my painting
of limited human experience; out of my crystal; out of the
zoo; out of gray and flat.” ~ Patti

“In The Masters Life 4 - Sensuality, Adamus has again
reminded us that we’re doing something that has never
been done in this way before. But we’re not flying blind;
Adamus is once again helping us to navigate through
uncharted territory. Diving into and opening up the senses brings us to whole new levels of awarenesses, which is
the new path into embodied enlightenment.
“The fourth video rocked my world. Not only did I feel
almost an immediate effect during the actual experience
that Adamus provided, but it also made it quite difficult
to function the next day. It’s difficult to put into words
all that is available in The Masters Life 4 – Sensuality.
Awarenesses are felt and difficult to describe. I do know
that this has brought me closer to true sensual living – the
way of the Master in harmony with the I AM.” ~ Kathleen

“My experience of the Master’s Life 4 – Sensuality:
profound and beyond on many levels. With the beautiful filming and the safe atmosphere with the wonderful
performance from Yoham, I could open-up and really
feel like I’m also at CCCC. I also was feeling very deep
into every video experience, going through my series of
AHA’s in the sessions with more information, but all were
balanced with musical experiences in a beautiful way. In a
way, it felt like a milestone for me too.” ~ Florin

“The Master’s Life 4 – Sensuality goes deep, deep if
you allow it to; and I really have enjoyed the journey.
Yoham’s music is in-tuned (as always), but feels like opening for an even deeper level of the energy between Einat,
Gerhard and Amir AND Adamus. Sensuality and joy of
life. An experience of love.” ~ Finn
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FEATURED EVENTS
THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
Lou isville , C O , US A • Ju ly 7– 9, 2017
Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the
MORE INFO
basics and more.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Louisville, CO, USA • July 28–30, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys
to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your
MORE INFO
everyday life. And brings you back to the realization that
you are not singular, linear or local.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany) • September 20–24, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys
to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your
MORE INFO
everyday life. And brings you back to the realization that
you are not singular, linear or local.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Adelaide, Australia • November 13–15, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys
to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your
MORE INFO
everyday life. And brings you back to the realization that
you are not singular, linear or local.
12
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		

N o t a ll ev ent s m a y y e t be ope n for re gis tration ;
C r imso n Circ le Angels re ce ive advan ce n otice

JULY
01

2017

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

07 09 The Channeling Workshop

CCCC

15

Online

Keahak VII Launch		

28 30 The Simple Master: Allowing & And CCCC
29

Keahak VII			Online

AUGUST
05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

11 13 DreamWalker Death Online
MAY
04

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

13

Keahak VI			Online

CCCC & Online
Online

12

Keahak VII			Online

26

Keahak VII			Online

SEPTEMBER

14 16 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Norway

00

NO MONTHLY SHOUD		

OFFLINE

21 25 The Threshold			

03 04 The Magic of Merlin		

Romania

10 14 The Threshold			

Austria

27

Denmark

Keahak VI			Online

16

Keahak VII			Online

20 24 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Italy
26 29 The Threshold Reunion		
JUNE

30

Italy

Keahak VII			Online

03

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Germany & Online

04

A Day with Adamus		

Germany

10

Keahak VI			Online

20

CC Angel Webcast		

Online

07

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

24

Keahak VI Finale			

CCCC & Online

14

Keahak VII			Online

29

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

28

Keahak VII			Online

OCTOBER

» INDEX
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THE

DARKER
SIDE OF

By Lily von Beep

F

or most of us this human life, this awakening process, and
the actual attaining of enlightenment is no walk in the
park. In fact, it’s more like a fall down a jagged, rocky cliff.
Granted, it seems like most Shaumbra are always floating on a
bed of rainbows and daisies, but there is a small population of us
perpetually stuck in a psych ward. Let’s face it, for that small population, taking a daily suppository is more pleasant than awakening.
There are more ups and downs than the stock market and most of
the time we have no idea what we are doing or what’s going on.
No one tells you, when you sign up for this gig, how it’s going to
go. There should have been a brochure or warning label for incom14
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ENLIGHTENMENT…

SIDE
		

OF THE

ing angels about what it’s like on planet Earth and what the journey to enlightenment is like
as a human. I imagine said message would go something like this:

EXPERIENCE

ADVENTURE PLANET EARTH!
THE NEW RIDE
FOR BORED ANGELS…

Here on planet Earth you get to experience love
(breakups), nature (bears and bugs), and biology (pooping). How is this possible, you ask? Because you’re actually in 3D. And what’s the D stand for, you wonder? It
stands for “Damn! This life hurts!”
Just imagine your excitement as you go to the same
job day after day to earn something called “money.”
You work and trade pieces of paper, because cattle and
goats are too big to fit in your pocket, and explore saving
pieces of this paper for a retirement that you will most
likely never reach. However, if you are part of the 5% that
finally do get that chance to retire, enjoy your stay at the
retirement leisure community that smells of urine and
Lysol. But before that, between work and bills, you get to
actually live out your financial woes! All I can say to that
is “Woe and whoa! Where do I sign up?”
Learn how to communicate with other angels on their
journey through the use of something called “social
media.” Experience what it’s like to “Like” on Facebook
and the thrill of tweeting incomplete sentences. Learn
the lingo and LOL your way to OMG WTF.
Not only will you navigate the landscape in a body
that bloats, farts, jiggles, and limps, you’ll get to experience Earth via this vehicle with only FIVE of your 200,000
senses, because any more than that and you may not
like it. As an angel who doesn’t have knees and elbows,

experience suddenly having joints and then what it is like
when they go out on you. Getting a new hip is actually
“hip”! Your journey to enlightenment will bring out knee
bags, bowel gas, dark circles under the eyes, and a third
butt cheek, among other things. Learn to be masterful and change perspectives – perspective is what you
choose to do with that third butt cheek. Have fun as a
cheeky Master!
Finally, no enlightenment travel journey is complete
without a dark night of the soul and a trip to the ER
(emergency room), jail, and insane asylum. As some of
the perks from such stops, you’ll get adorned with new
travel wear such as lovely baby blue hospital gowns,
orange jumpsuits, and white strait jackets to keep you
warm on those cold winter nights. Barely live, as you
sample delicacies that range from liquid tube feeding to
cold jail beans and mystery meat. Interact with local wildlife in the form of probing doctors, beatings from other
inmates, and conversations with the schizophrenic man
in room 3C. Live out the fun of never getting out of your
own mental prison!!!
All aboard for planet Earth! Pack your bags (full of karma)
and get ready for a journey of a lifetime (or two or three
thousand)! It’s a fun trip for the whole spiritual family!

Planet Earth: It’s that Place… in Space!
» INDEX
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It’s more a journey of the National Lampoon kind and, when you finally awaken, there are very specific stages
you’ll go through on your way to the Ascended Master’s Club:

STAGES OF THE AWAKENING PROCESS

REALITY CHECK
Most of us have gone through just about all the stages,
and for the newer awakeners, I hope to pass on some
wisdom and offer you my sincerest condolences… I mean
blessings. There are some misconceptions about the process and it’s time to shed light on the reality of it.
Misconception: Enlightenment is easy because it
takes no effort.
Reality: When I woke up, this idea got me really excited
about the whole awakening process, because if there’s
anything I don’t do well, it is not doing anything at all. But
the truth of it is, it takes a tremendous amount of effort
to not effort anything because, for most people, efforting

16
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is natural. So how does one break out of the unending
cycle of efforting? One word: Naps. Take lots of naps.
Misconception: Nature is the number one thing you
will miss.
Reality: While most Shaumbra love nature and getting
the blood sucked out of them by mosquitos with saws for
teeth, while they allow ticks to bury their heads in their
alcoholic bloodstreams, while they hike up mountains
with 90 degree slopes in 90 degree weather while feeling 90 years old in order to get a better panoramic view
of the bears and wolves hunting them down, I can safely
say that I am going to miss my couch, climate control, hot
water, a flush toilet, and my shower. Nature shows on TV
are evidence that nature tries to kill you, and I for some
reason don’t enjoy that.

Misconception: You tend to lose weight on your journey because you don’t need food for energy anymore.

hip named Aflexa that allows me to order unnecessary
things from Amazon.

Reality: You will hear about large numbers of people
who are losing a lot of weight and not needing to eat, but
these are usually the same earthy people who like nature
and have been eating air particles and grass (probably
smoking it too) their whole life. And then there is the
reality of us – the ‘larger’ population, if you will – who
go beyond the three-meals-a-day concept and need
the equivalent of a small cow (516 cheeseburgers), half
a potato farm, and three chocolate bakeries to feed on
each day. We tend to consume more because our bodies are going through a massive change. That change
is called SIZE. Note: If you’re just embarking on your
modeling career early in your awakening process, I recommend quitting and getting a position as a McDonalds’
fry cook instead.

Misconception: When you’re with Shaumbra you’re
in a safe space.

Misconception: Your body isn’t yours, but that of
your ancestors.
Reality: Let’s face it, our ancestors were fat, sweaty, hairy
cavemen and that’s exactly how most of the world looks
now, with the exception that this time we’re clothed. You

see, science has shown that the body has the intelligence
of a boiled ham and it doesn’t care what you want to look
like, which is why we look the way we do. But the way I
see it, in the end I’m still wearing this body suit so it is
mine until science invents me a new one – complete with
robotic boobs that light up and an artificially intelligent

Reality: A safe space is the last thing you’re in when
you’re surrounded by others who are just as nuts as you,
who have chosen the enlightenment suppository, who are
most likely drunk on wine, chasing rainbows, communicating with spirits, living off a mostly chocolate diet, and who
are constantly driving to china. Best thing to do when in
the presence of other Shaumbra is to distract them with
offerings of chocolate and maps of china while you run
behind your 1,000-ft. short wall separating you from them,
their china, and whatever else may be drying out.
Misconception: You’re already enlightened.
Reality: If that were the case, you wouldn’t be wearing
your jean shorts, pink socks, and flip flops and chasing after it in between watching episodes of the Ellen
Degeneres show and Wheel of Fortune. You may as well
throw out your watch because it takes forever to attain
and yes, it is a race.

Misconception: Your body can heal itself, especially
if you follow the “An apple a day keeps the doctor
away” rule.
Reality: This theory is false. Everyone needs medical
care at some point. Especially compulsive apple eaters.
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Misconception: You will go through a dark night of
the soul.
Reality: It’s more like 500 dark nights of the soul. Or,
if you’re like some people, it’s every day of their life.
When planning for a dark night of the soul excursion, I
recommend bringing a flashlight (it’s pretty dark), some
peanuts (you might get hungry), an umbrella (you will get
rained on), this article for direction, and some matches
(because you’ll probably want to burn this article for lack
of direction). Finally, when going through your dark night
of the soul, it’s probably best to stay away from people,
metropolitan areas, redneck towns, bibles, North Korea,
the general Mid-East, and Walmart.
Misconception: There is implicit trust between the
human and the higher self.
Reality: There is nothing I trust about my higher self. In
fact, I’d sue my higher self if I could. Not sure though if I
would go with the mental anguish angle or the physical
neglect angle… maybe both.

Misconception: 90% of your thoughts aren’t yours.
Reality: I’m pretty sure that 90% of the sarcastic, dirty,
food related, certified idiotic, nonsensical thoughts in
my mind are mine. Who else could dream up this stuff?
Maybe what’s really meant is that I’m pretty thoughtless
with my thoughts since they are all over the place and
lack any meaning or substance.
Note: people actually tend to refer to me as a thoughtfull person and based on my thoughts I think I thought I
had to agree with them on that.
Misconception: Your higher self is constantly communicating with you.
Reality: Your higher self doesn’t speak English. In fact,
your higher self doesn’t speak a language at all, and at
times it can be like talking to a mute immigrant from
another dimension. Your higher self doesn’t even know
how to use email and instead uses older forms of com-

Note: I’d sue but I’m afraid my higher self would
counter sue.
Double note: I’d most likely file in the U.S. because
if an idiot who spills hot coffee on themselves can sue
a restaurant chain for millions and win, then I should
have no problem.
Misconception: Its takes exactly 11 Master’s
senses to be acquired by a human before they can
realize themselves.
Reality: This is wrong. The correct number is
176,843.9999 senses. This is a result of 1) the universe’s
sacred geometry calculus pre-algebra calculations, 2)
because that’s a magic and completely random number, and 3) because it’s impossible to acquire that many
in human form which is why realization takes thousands
of lifetimes, millions of doctor’s visits and billions of wine
bottles. However, you will eventually get there and when
you do, the final sense you do attain right at that realization point is what is called COMMON sense, because
it’s the sense “common” among all ascended Masters;
the one telling you that you should’ve taken a left at
Albuquerque because that would’ve been an easier route
than awakening.
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munication such as smoke signals – like when your house
is burning down or your car is on fire…
Misconception: Integrating your light body tends to
frizz out electronic equipment.
Reality: Although it’s fun to blame everything on the
light body (like the results of the last U.S. presidential

election, your shoe size, the belch you belted out in your
last corporate meeting, and your local weather), this one
I am afraid is not a result of the light body. It’s a result
of technology getting
more and more complex to where 3-yearolds can use it but
you cannot. You can
barely open a jar of
mayonnaise, let alone
figure out where the
start button is on your
computer. Hardware
and software become
“hard-where is it?”
and “soft-where do I
click?” If your usual
vocabulary
around
a
computer
also
includes
“Uh-oh”
and “What’s a tweet?
Is that like a twerk?”
then this pertains to
you. One can only
deduce at this point,
that you and your lack
of electronics/computer knowledge are
the reason why your
devices don’t work.
My recommendation
would be to only purchase a computer for four things:
to put your feet on, for use with an automated financial
program to manage the $3.60 in your account (because
financial planning is important so you can understand
why you’re bankrupt), for soulmate searching and stalking, and to email tech support (who happen to be 3-yearolds working for pre-chewed baby food) for help.
Misconception: Merging with your higher self is like
falling in love again.
Reality: Dating and marriage with your higher self is
more like courtship with a serial killer. Dating someone
that rips you apart can be a fun and engaging experience
(for them not you). One example of a “date-night” would
be a fun–filled evening of paradigm shifting aspect integration that ends up lasting 85 years and 76 bankrupt-

cies. How do you know when you’re in love? Your heart
flutters, you get an empty pit in your stomach, you get
lightheaded, dizzy and sweat profusely. These inciden-

tally are also the same symptoms of heart disease and
heat exhaustion. You may want to check with your doctor
before moving in with each other.
Misconception: Life is like a box of chocolates...
Reality: Wrong. Life is like a huge angry rock speeding
straight towards your groin area. My recommendation
would be to eat the chocolates you thought you were
getting, and have a well-padded groin cup and some
aspirin ready.
Hopefully some of the bugaboos of the enlightenment
process and life in general have now been cleared up
for you. All this eye-opening wisdom is not to discourage you nor is it to say that the journey will be quick and
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smooth. Most generally fail their first several thousand
tries at this (let’s remember only 9,000+ have made it
thus far), but the real winners here pick themselves up,
dust the emotional debris off their shoulder, then motion
to the bartender to make them the stiffest drink they
know – most likely a bottle of rubbing alcohol. And with
that rubbing alcohol, they wipe clean their wounds and
remember that, “Hey, this is one the best rides an angel
can ever take!” At least that’s what the brochure said.
All aboard planet earth!

Disclaimer: The information in this article is from a snippet of an upcoming book. It may be considered offensive
and controversial, and may potentially spark riots among
local crystal shops, vegan markets, campgrounds, zoos,
clown conventions, cowboy ranches, ant farms, and alien
planets. It’s probably important to know the author is the
antithesis of most new agers – she is allergic to crystals,
knows nothing about sacred geometry (she was never
good at geometry and found it hard to get worked up
over an isosceles triangle), lives off cheeseburgers and
jazz, and the only aura she emits is the one that happens
after she eats her beans. If you did find this offensive in
some way, know it is because you have not yet developed your master’s sense of HUMOR. Don’t fret, because
it will eventually come to you if you want it to, sometime
after you put down your bible and let the aliens take you
for a little “ride.”

Lily Von Beep is a
multi-faceted artist in
the following fields: a
washed up rock band
member, a closet novelist, an unprofessional
photographer, a martial artist (also the local
By Lily von Beep
office ninja), an abstract
painter (the “painting
style for those who can’t
paint”), and a comedian
who doesn’t joke around about being serious. She attributes her many artsy talents to her opposable thumbs.
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If you enjoyed her meaningless diatribe, stay tuned for
her up and coming book where you will discover:
• How sensing works, including the often overlooked role of eyebrows
• Why it’s not a good idea to feed raccoons and bears in an attempt to help
save the animals/planet
• Your disintegrating body and beauty tips
to help cover up that life-worn “look”
• Aspects and why the human likes to
drink heavily
• Planning your dark night of the soul
• Reality – seriously, for real?
• How to reduce the cost of living by
becoming homeless
• Time travel with dementia and insanity
as your guide
• How to explore the financial benefits of
an early death
• How to minimize awakening symptoms
with chocolate

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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She also tends to be considered the tech support for
enlightenment. In fact, at times she seems way overqualified, sporting a BS degree in Useless Information and a
PhD degree in BS – both of which prove extremely useful
for giving advice to complete strangers.

«

• How you really know you’re enlightened
(includes blood and urine test kit)
• Learn how to walk through walls (by
using a door)
• Strategies to navigate the Near Earth
realms and your local Walmart (essentially the same technique is used)
• And much more wisdom (or is it wisdumb?) to come!!!
Feel free to direct all fan mail and positive comments
to: tmathur100@gmail.com

BOOKS BY ADAMUS AND TOBIAS
When you consider all his nom
de plumes, St. Germain is, without doubt, one of the most prolific
authors the world has ever seen! His
most recent tomes, written under
the name Adamus Saint-Germain,
are some of the most popular presentations among Shaumbra. In
fact, we’ve met many individuals
who found their way home to the
Crimson Circle directly because of
one of these books. Great gifts,
great reminders, great inspiration!

Masters in the New Energy
Go beyond limitations
into a new reality
Live Your Divinity
A new dimension
in spiritual teaching
Act of Consciousness
To Be or Not To Be …
Enlightened
Memoirs of a Master
20 short stories from a
spiritual Master

BOOKS BY TOBIAS
The Creator Series
Tools for Your
Spiritual Journey
Journey of the Angels
The story of creation that’s
never been told...
now told by a real angel!

MORE INFO
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I’S WIDE OPEN
RECEIVING THE GIFTS OF OUR JOURNEY

F

rom all the ways Mastery has been explained – Integration, Realization, Awareness
of the Awareness – I particularly like the term Realization, since it implies recognizing and becoming aware, little by little, of things I was not aware of before, things
that are proof that I am not a lost particle of consciousness separated from the rest of the
grander I Am.
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In the February Shoud, Adamus asked: “Why is life so hard?” I deeply considered his question because even when I am not facing any external hardship, quite too often I feel an unyielding longing and torture within me that
does not seem to go away. Occasionally I do wonder “Why is this so hard?”
I guess I have been waiting for something. But waiting for something before
we can realize who we are only continues the game of separation and the
games of a mind based on linear time, for this is what it has been: a game
we chose to play. However, we also established that the game would eventually come to an end. Playing the game became very intense and seductive
because, as Adamus explained recently, mass consciousness has generated
an extremely strong gravity that makes it hard to step back and see things for
what they really are. No one is going to grant us our degree as a Master, for
it is up to each of us to own and claim our sovereignty.
Our awakening was part of the plan, the “end game” so to speak. And,
upon awakening, we began to open up to the beautiful gifts of awareness that
we had planted ahead on our paths. One of the first was conscious breathing,
something to bring balance to all systems and help us navigate through the
thick layers of disassociated aspects that tortured us. We were also guided
toward love of Self by identifying the energy-feeding and power dynamics
prevalent both within ourselves and in the world around us.

By Virgilia Aguirre –
Crimson Circle teacher
& staff member

All the beautiful entities that have walked with us – Adamus Saint-Germain
in the frontline – are living examples of compassion and patience, so much
that they inspire me to be compassionate and patient with myself. They have
given us whatever tools we might need to come through this. And more so,
they have accompanied us in the safe space of the Crimson Circle, a gift for
which I am so grateful.
And now, we are being encouraged to dive into true sensuality and awareness beyond what we could have imagined. In sensing so much more, even
if our minds cannot translate the perceptions, we can become aware of our
multiple nature and step out of singularity. It was with the “benching,” one of
my favorite gifts, that I realized that there are always at least two I’s simultaneously – the I Master as well as the “I am sick; I am happy; I am hungry” that
sits on the bench next to I Master. At the bench, we start recognizing that we
are actually a collection of aspects that call themselves “I,” which is why it is
often hard to recognize who is the true “I.” It turns out that awakening was
not about opening our eyes but our I’s! And for this, Adamus reminds us that
the Master is the Awareness of the Awareness. Once our I’s are open, we can
bring our consciousness to one or many just by stating “I Am Here,” and then
find ourselves at the board of a whole new game.
Another gift is awareness of the AND – our gateway back to creatorship!
We can place our consciousness in any new I that we might wish to experience and it becomes so. We simply create I’s that play out different Acts of
Consciousness. Because consciousness is at the core of everything, wherever
we put our consciousness, it begins to exist.
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With all these abundant gifts, why does it still feel
“hard” at times? I Human finds it hard to accept that I Am
all that AND so much more. The I Am that I Am is willing
to integrate the tons of wisdom that human expressions
have created; to offer all the forgiveness required to dis-

"I HUMAN" FINDS IT HARD

As the cherry on top of the cake, we are gifting us
with Theos, where we can experience ourselves in love
away from the strong gravity of Earth. What a creation!
I Human am no longer stuck on Earth; I can also be in
Theos together with the rest of the I’s that I Am. It seems
that truly, we are never alone!

TO ACCEPT THAT I AM
ALL THAT AND SO
MUCH MORE.
solve the knots of sorrow, pain, shame and guilt that I
Human has accumulated during the game, not only from
this lifetime, but from every one of its human experiences. It reminds me of the Prodigal Son coming home…
and the celebration is ready.
We know that energy serves consciousness. Sometimes
energies bring us experiences, not because we haven’t
learned the lesson, but because they have been programmed to do so until I Master acknowledges their
service – service that used to be appropriate but is no
longer necessary – thus releasing the energies from their
faithful duty. And then, I Master’s consciousness starts
reordering realities, far beyond what I Human could ever
consider or even imagine.
Then, perhaps the most significant tool for I Human is
choice. My greatest conflicts come when I don’t seem to
have a choice, or so believes the acting I. I Human tend
to choose only among the probabilities recognized in
the patterns I am accustomed to acting within. But with
open I’s, with all the new senses, I can begin to recognize
potentials that are not part of the current pattern, nor
are they among the options I can perceive with only my
human senses and mind.
The ‘hard’ part comes when, for I Human, these things
seem to be out of reach. It is becoming more evident to
me that it is truly not up to I Human to manage them.
Only by allowing the experience of the multiple Self, I
Human can relax and know that all these gifts are true.
What if the gift of allowing is about letting I Human rec-
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ognize each day that Human is not a singular expression
but a full array of aspects that come and go? Even the
aspects which make I Human miserable are other I’s of I
Am, and they are being taken care of. It is I Master who
is in charge of Enlightenment. Therefore, I Human can
begin to allow more easily, since I am also another I of
what I Am. What about allowing I Master to walk with I
Human in everyday life?

«

With the choice to allow my multiple Self and its many
senses, it no longer feels so difficult or hard. I Human
am part of the equation – but I Human cannot control
the equation. I Human choose to open myself, trust
and allow the clarity of new and broader perspectives. I
Human choose to realize the true nature of that which I
Am by allowing the energies to bring me not only what
needs to be acknowledged and received, but also other
experiences with new I’s that express more of what I Am
and less of what I am not. I Human may not realize everything at once, but I Human can accept the idea that these
things are already here.
I Human, so identified with my mind, choose to allow
I Mind to run its endless cycles of circular thinking that
never get anywhere, until I Mind realizes that it is part of a
Body of Consciousness that serves the whole of the I Am
consciousness, not only the human consciousness. We, I
Mind and I Human, are part of what I Am, and this knowing allows I Mind to access new thoughts and fresh ideas.
I Human choose to allow clarity in my everyday 3D
choices and to let New Energy come in to support new
experiences. I Human allow creatorship and passion back
to these physical realities.
I Human choose to acknowledge that I Know that I
Know, an I which encompasses the other many I’s of
which I Human am a part. I Human don’t know exactly
how these choices will turn out, and… it doesn’t matter!

i

CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

SWEET SPOTS… THAT YOU MAY
BE MISSING ON THE CRIMSON
CIRCLE WEBSITE

The Spot for In Memoriam listings – Honoring those of
us who have gone before

Note: You may want to bookmark these pages. Or you
can also look at the “breadcrumbs” in the upper left corner of each page to see its path.
The Spot for Crimson Circle YouTube Videos – Find
Shoud recaps, Merabh videos and more

The Spot for articles, articles and more articles – Geoff’s
articles, Jean’s articles, guest articles, and more!

The Spot for interesting facts about the Studio – Facts,
photos and information about the Home Shaumbra built

The Spot for Flash Updates – The latest news and
announcements
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text
translations when available. We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality – NEW!

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Revolution

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Theater

• ProGnost 2016

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost 2017

• Freedom… Now What?

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• Wound of Adam

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 4: SENSUALITY – NEW!
Adamus says that Sensuality is one of the final things
to open up in the process of Realization. In fact, he
has recently stated that when one has opened to
11 true senses, they will indeed be in the state
of enlightenment.

Being human means that we have been very limited
in our awareness of reality, staying focused to the very
minimal human perceptions. But when one is ready to
go beyond and allow the innate angelic senses to open
once again, it is actually the way out, the true doorway
to freedom. Join Adamus and Yoham on this deep dive
into the senses. It’s like opening your eyes for the first
time – the world will never be quite the same!

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE WOUND OF ADAM
“A love story of sorts, and a tragedy of sorts.” In this grand
and deeply transformational presentation, Adamus SaintGermain recounts the creation of the masculine and feminine
energies and how this original duality continues to play out
in human relations and at the core of each individual. You’ll
never view the Goddess energy in the same way after experiencing The Wound of Adam, or the masculine energy for that
matter. You’ll see beyond the victim and abuser energies of
the sexes, into what is the greatest love story ever told.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $125
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus
depicts the struggles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the
discovery of love, the desire to protect, the opening to love
of self. You’ll understand why men are so interested in sex,
why women are better at multitasking, how love was first
experienced – and by whom.
The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the
potential to shift your entire understanding of the feminine
and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future experiences with Love.

QUANTUM ALLOWING
Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of
allowing as he invites you to release old ties, consider
questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into
true allowing – quantum allowing. In this time of intense
change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into
chaos. But with the deep understanding of allowing,
you’ll realize that all is truly well.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $295
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and
enhanced by the resonant musical genius of Yoham,
featuring Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir
Yakobi. While their music is always an asset to Adamus’
presentations, in Quantum Allowing the members of
Yoham are particularly tuned in to the energies as they
collaborate in these life-changing sessions.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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THE AND OF IT ALL
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By Maija Leisso –
Impatient Master in
Service, Crimson Circle
teacher & staff member

I

mpatience is the first thing to fly away as
you experience the And. The first one for
me, at least. I have grown terribly impatient over the years, just like you may have,
and sometimes I absolutely cannot stand yet
another human halt or stuck energy manifested anywhere, least of all in myself! What,
not enlightened yet??
But, as the glimpses of realizations keep
coming in, that impatience is the first one to
just disappear – as if it was never there, as if
the entire world just stopped spinning in mad
circles and there was a solitary quiet stream; a
motion but no one dancing; a silence so rich
in sounding drum beats.

Perhaps as a “fun” job-related perk, emails
continue to arrive as I wake back up into
my physical reality. Ding-ding-ding, emails
from people I know, people I don’t immediately recognize. Ding-ding-ding, they flood
in as I gradually shift consciousnesses.
Sometimes, they are demanding alerts of
things I should be doing that shock me
right out of bed; at other times, they are the
sweetest pink-hued love letters, the kind
that sweep you off your feet!
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As I wake up further into my physical mind, I realize they are not relevant
to whatever I had been living until now. They may be from people I recognize, but as I check my accounts, these emails I was so sure just arrived are
not there. Or did I just not check the right account? (I do admit to actually
checking my email program for these, as I am 100% sure they would be there,
waiting for my actions.)
These “emails” are bringing in experiences from other realms; memories
and sensings of things that are going on beyond my currently chosen human
life. They stay with me, sometimes making me feel their anxiety, at other times
all the fun and games that they’re having. Sometimes they bother me, but
more and more often now, they just come back to me to stay, for good.
I know that all these other stories do, in fact, exist. They develop and go
on evolving without ever needing an audience beyond myself. The mind is
challenged to place these into any category, so it tends to brush them to
the side as figments of imagination or perhaps signs of madness. But I know
they are real.
Sometimes, the mind likes to interpret these as having premonitions or experiencing a déjà vu. But it is experiencing scenes that
are not necessarily ever going to be manifest in this reality. They
are making themselves known in the Now, in my point of presence,
and sometimes even bringing in stories I actually like so much that
I’d like to try them out, here. These stories never turn out quite as
expected, however, as life has a way of surprising those who don’t
plan too much.

THESE “EMAILS” ARE BRINGING IN EXPERIENCES
FROM OTHER REALMS;
MEMORIES AND SEN-

These “emails” that are coming from the characters I’ve created
are all eager to show me how fully developed they are as to character, plot, and dialogue. I like the love letters and scenes the best
right now; so sweet, quite elevated and yet so simple. From my
visits to Theos, they are somehow so fulfilling that I have no desire
to manifest them in the physical. These encounters are too fresh
and delicate for this reality.

SINGS OF THINGS THAT
ARE GOING ON BEYOND
MY CURRENTLY CHOSEN
HUMAN LIFE.

I may first wake up in a sweet lull of rest, balance and contented
feelings. But then, still so often, I get up and am just terribly irritated; sound and energy sensitive, and almost depressed to have
to face another day on Earth. I remind myself to take all that sweetness I wake up in with me, but, as the mind would have it, it rather wishes to
remind me of all the things it has stored for its own entertainment: mass consciousness pressure, the heaviness, the slowness, things unfinished, human
failings, on and on.
However, more and more now, to my utter saving grace and absolutely
without any type of mental reminder from myself, I’m suddenly in the clear,
accepting And. In that still fleeting moment, like this morning, it all suddenly makes perfect sense. I know what it all is. All noise disappears, all
thoughts evaporate, “things” move into the background, the colours all
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The sense of completion feels like the sweetest death,
but a graceful one, a relief, and so a birth. The much
desired end of it all. Or, indeed, the And of it all. The
pressure dies out, the aches and pains are gone, and I
exist in what I can only describe as graceful knowingness.
It all has come to me in that moment. I feel myself so
close, there, in front of my face, close to… Me.
All the stories are still there, but in such a way that
it seems as if the entire world order turned inside out.
I am looking at it from a perspective that eludes me
amidst all the busyness of life. I am larger than life itself,
expanded beyond the limited human experience; I am
in this world and not of this world.

Sensitivity and Letting Go
Highlights from Transhuman 8

Then, it’s gone, or moves a bit further away. It’s another
morning, another batch of emails as I wake up, something so distressing happens that it seems to wake me
up with a bang on the chest and I feel an entire load of
roaring ill sensations in my body. What a disappointment,
still remembering the integration of it all just a short while
ago. The Impatient Master is back, in a search mode for
that experience, no longer in full acceptance.

Merabh of Letting Go
From Transhuman Shoud 8

Just that deep breath, quietly allowing, reaching out
for that toolbox of understanding what’s going on. The
phases that come and go, the layers, the rounds of integration rolling in just exactly at the right pace, for me.
Yes, it is a pain to know all this and it is a joy to know all
this! The Impatient Master wants to fix it somehow, yet,
it knows that in each breath, it is already at the end of it
all, in the And of it all.

What’ll You Miss the Most?
Wicked Games

So, yes, I’ll do some emails, the ones coming in dingding-ding into my actual email accounts, the ones I call
real. Exchanges with fellow Shaumbra who may have
had similar experiences that day; who may have had
angry aspects coming in dreadfully close, who may be
tormented by their own stories; or with those who may
just be enjoying the sheer simplicity of experiencing
something truly magical within. All of us in the swirls of
the And of it all.

Mofomercials
April Fool’s Day fun!
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NEW VIDEOS

The Master’s Life 4: Sensuality
Highlights from the
new Cloud Class

change, the sensations are not overwhelming… I know
that I know that I exist.

KEAHAK:
A MODERN-DAY

MYSTERY SCHOOL

I

love Keahak. This article isn’t about what Keahak will do for you, but rather
about what it’s done for me personally over the past seven years since Adamus
first introduced this year-long program.
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Indeed, I relish the monthly Shouds
because they’re a running history of Shaumbra, and our coming to
By Geoffrey Hoppe
Realization. It’s my monthly touch-point
with tens of thousands of Shaumbra
around the world as Adamus summarizes what we’ve been experiencing since our last gathering. The funny thing
is that we already know the insights he’s talking about because we’ve been
living them, but he has a way of putting it into words and expressions that
bring it into greater clarity.
I treasure the in-person workshops because this is the time for me to be in
the physical presence of Shaumbra. We get to hug, look each other in the
eye, share a good meal and a glass of wine, and laugh and cry together. The
energy in the meeting room is palpable and undeniable; it can be sensed and
felt on many different levels. Adamus is very personal and interactive in the
workshops and, regardless of the title of the workshop, he tailors everything
to the Shaumbra in the room rather than Shaumbra in general.
I love Keahak. Twice a month, Linda and I sit down for the Keahak session, along with Keahak Advisors Alain Bolea and Dr. Doug Davies, and
hundreds of Keahakers from all corners of the world. Sometimes
we do the sessions from the comfort of our living room in the
Colorado Rocky Mountains. Other times we do it from a hotel
room when we’re traveling. We’ve done sessions in the shadows
of the Great Pyramid in Egypt, near Iguacu Falls, Brasil, overlooking the ocean in Australia and the Mediterranean Sea in the
South of France, and from Adamus’ old stomping grounds in
Transylvania. Keahak embraces a very global energy.
I can feel Adamus make his entrance exactly 15 minutes before
we start each Keahak session. It’s a slightly different facet of
Adamus than what shows up for the monthly Shouds or workshops.
He feels like he’s come in to lecture a small, intense group of students rather than a large auditorium of students like at a monthly
meeting. His notes are well prepared and he knows the specific
subject matter for the day. While the Shouds recap what’s been happening in
the past month, the Keahak sessions are new material and experiences that
often push the boundaries of my comfort levels.

"THE KEAHAK SESSIONS
ARE NEW MATERIAL AND
EXPERIENCES THAT OFTEN
PUSH THE BOUNDARIES
OF MY COMFORT LEVELS."

The Shouds and workshops can be very entertaining at times. I find myself
laughing within while I attempt to stay focused on channeling Adamus.
There’s a lot of personal interaction during these events, which often leads
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to us laughing at ourselves or at Adamus. I’ve always
thought that we should do a Shaumbra Comedy video
reel with the funniest moments during the Shouds over
the years because there have been a lot of humorous
if not outrageous moments (e.g. the “Drive to China”
exchange during the April 1 Shoud).
Keahak is different. There is very little if any joking
around. Adamus welcomes the listeners into the sacred
House of Keahak and then launches into his discussion
of the day. It’s actually more St. Germain than Adamus;
his cadence is very smooth, his tone is firm yet gentle,
and his message unfolds in a very deliberate, purposeful manner. I can feel Adamus standing beside each and
every Keahaker. Sometimes it’s distracting because I can
“see” their rooms and feel their reactions while trying to
channel Adamus.
I benefit immensely from Keahak on a personal level.
The information is so new to me that it’s sometimes hard
to channel. The concepts come flowing in from Adamus
and I have to quickly put into words what I don’t necessarily understand on a human level. Oftentimes, I want
to take a few moments to absorb what he’s saying (and
sometimes I do have to pause for a few extra moments)
but my job is to keep translating Adamus’ teachings and
not get caught up in my own needs. There is always time
for that later.
I know I attended the Mystery Schools in lifetimes past.
It’s actually where I learned to channel. For me, Keahak
is the modern-day Mystery School. We don’t go there for
counseling or nurturing or group discussions. We come
to Keahak to sit with an Ascended Master and learn
about consciousness, energy and creation. We come to
learn about non-Earth physics. We come to learn how
to go beyond the mind without over-taxing our brains.
We learn about the illusions of life, the fallacies of mass
consciousness beliefs, and the great gift of the “I Exist.”
The information can be challenging at times and a relief
at other times, but it’s always unique. In fact, it is unlike
anything I have ever heard or read in my lifetimes of
spiritual studies. At times, I try to fit the material into my
current framework of consciousness, and sometimes it
simply doesn’t work so I have to dismantle the mental
structures and start anew.
After every Keahak session, I find that I’m disoriented
and spacey, much more so than after a Shoud or workshop. I’m so “out there” that I avoid driving a vehicle for
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at least 2-3 hours. It would be hard to get picked up by a police officer and
have to explain that I was “DUI” – Driving Under the Influence – not of alcohol but rather from channeling a very intense entity. I actually love the feeling
because it’s so expansive, but it’s very hard to do mental work like replying to
emails, writing an article or having a logical discussion. I tend to be very hungry right after a Keahak session so Linda and I usually find a nearby restaurant
to get grounded with food. For some reason, that’s when a cheeseburger and
fries tastes like a gourmet meal.
I love Keahak. It combines the very best of what we do at the Crimson
Circle, and I find it to be my favorite “class” for my own personal embodied enlightenment.

Keahak VII registration is open through June 15, and kicks
off on July 2. There are two sessions per month with Adamus.
You can listen to the sessions live, and/or listen to the recordings at any time in the House of Keahak. You can subscribe to
Keahak VII even if you haven’t participated in previous Keahak
programs; it’s different and unique every year.

MORE INFO OR APPLY
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WHAT DO YOU WANT?

N

ot long ago I was facing a complex situation, trying to sort out all the what’s and
why’s and if’s and when’s. Talking it over with a friend, going over all the issues
and problems and things I didn’t want to repeat (and maybe getting a bit mental about it all), my friend stopped me and asked, “What do you want?” At that, I had to
pause… go outside, sit under a tree, and start getting clear with myself. What do I want, for
me, in this particular scenario? For that matter, what do I want in any part of my life? Oh,
and why is it so dang hard to answer that question?
It was very easy to quickly list all the things I didn’t want ever again, but coming back to
“So, what DO you want?” caused a very different reaction. “Hold on now, this is important; I
better think about it for a while,” my mind said, stalling. “Oops, it’s time to fix dinner, I’ll do
this before bed.” Then at bedtime, “Wait, I want to listen to that Keahak channel I missed,
this can wait till morning.” And in the morning, “Ugh, time to get up. Better make that list
after breakfast.”
The simple task, the privilege, actually, of coming up with what I – God also, divine human,
creator extraordinaire – want was beginning to feel like a chore! (And of course that observation came right along with the default question “What the heck is wrong with me??”) So, I
got out my notebook, stayed in bed a little longer, and started the list of what I really, truly
want. My mind wandered, memories surfaced of what I don’t want, but eventually I came
up with a pretty good lineup. It’s probably not complete, but I’m happy with it for now; and
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it’s something I can offer to my creator Self, safe in the knowledge that she’ll
take it from here. “Now why was that so hard??” I wondered, for I know I’m
not the only one. What’s so difficult about clarifying what we want? Wel, I have
a few theories…
For one thing, we’ve been on Earth a long time and know all too well what
it’s like to have our hopes and dreams dashed to pieces on the shores of “reality.” We know how it feels to want something so much, only to have it denied
– by parents, friends, lovers, government, God or just fate. (‘God’ is the one
that bugs me… who decided that some invisible, untouchable, unfathomable
being knows what’s best for me?)
Another reason it might be hard to define what we want is that, as we open
up to new potentials – or even just think about them – we might see so many
that it’s hard to choose. Along with that is the belief that if we make a choice for
This, it means That will no longer be available. So, if we don’t make a choice,
anything will remain possible, right? Perhaps, but nothing will change either,
and we’ll still be waiting. And waiting. In this linear reality, we often think opting
for “A” means excluding “B.” But what if we have access to the whole alphabet? If nothing will be lost, what do we want to experience now? Yet, even then,
a choice requires action and maybe we just don’t want to do anything.
Which brings me to another reason: Figuring out what I don’t want can feel
energizing in a way. It’s saying “No! I don’t want that in my life,” which can feel
empowering or even safe. It puts up a barrier, a sort of force field we hope
will keep away something unwanted, and in that sense it feels “effective.” But
unfortunately, the “No” is still tuned to the frequency of “that thing” we don’t
want, which just brings it closer. Being linear humans, we usually forget how
it works, and play the power game of pushing against what we don’t want,
hoping to keep it away long enough for what we do want to come in, which
is…? Oops, too busy holding up the wall, I’ll get back to that.
There’s also an interesting dynamic of defining what I do want. You see,
we’re always using energy, whether consciously or not (usually the latter). We
light up a potential through our attention – our creative perception – and pull
it into our reality. I call it the Gravity of Desire, and it matters not whether the
desire is for or against. Our attention and desire create a gravity (thank you
Adamus for that word) that draws the object or topic of our scrutiny into our
reality. Pushing something away is still giving it attention, but with the added
twist of power or force, which creates a distorted sort of gravity that brings just
what we didn’t want. But desire – pure, un-agenda’d, unbiased joyful “This is
what I want!” desire – creates a clear, undistorted gravity that will draw in the
most resonant potentials.
All this is nothing new, of course. You’ve heard it many times, the “Law of
Attraction” and all that. We’ve all “tried” it – focus on what we want, give
it lots of attention, wonder where the hell it is and then give up in despair
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because nothing happens – but maybe there’s something
else going on.
By now you’ve probably heard at least some of what
Adamus has said about living within the one human
sense of Focus. (Our typically understood “human senses” are tools that we use within the one sense of Focus.)
I had the privilege of putting together the opening video
sequence for Master’s Life 4 – Sensuality, and doing so
actually helped me understand something about Focus.
Most of the video clips we used are slow-motion portrayals of everyday activities like standing in the rain or walking through a field. But with everything slowed down,
it’s so much easier to focus and take in every little detail
of the experience. Well, that’s why we created Earth!
To slow everything down so we could absorb
all the little details and understand how
creation works.
The “problem” with this slomo existence is that it can
take a while to see the
effect of our choices.
If you watch a drop
of water in slow
motion, it falls slowly down, hits the
water and is followed by a corona
of little droplets
and up-splash. In
“real time” it happens almost instantly, but with everything
slowed down you can
see all the little details.
When I make a choice – a
list of what I want, for instance
– that’s like releasing the drop
of water into creation. The splash is
inevitable (and almost instantaneous in
‘reality’), but to my human self it may seem to
take ages. That’s where trust comes in, because doubt
is like a side-wind that blows everything off course. (For
some amazing footage, just go to YouTube and search on
“slow motion videos.”)
Therefore, another reason we find it hard to clearly
state what we want is because it doesn’t happen instant-
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ly, so we give up before we even get started. But what if we remember it is
inevitable? The drop will hit the water, no matter how slow we’re perceiving
its fall, and its clarity depends on whether we’re allowing or trying to control
the process. The result can be a beautiful splash of everything that brings
us joy, automatically generated in perfect order by our choice; or a storm of
chaos because we kept pushing at it, using force and power trying to make it
happen (and happen “correctly,” too).
I can assure you that my best, most magical creations have unfolded when I
realized and acknowledged what I wanted, clearly and simply, and then hardly
gave it another thought. My desire set the drop in motion, and the splash into
my reality was inevitable.
That being said, I’ve decided to go out on a limb here and share a new
creation in real time. As I’ve mentioned before, my home is an amazing manifestation that began with a choice made during the DreamWalker Ascension
School in 2007. At the time, I had zero idea of how it could possibly
happen (which was a good thing, because I more or less forgot
about it) and, while it took a couple years to drop into my
reality, indeed it did with a delightful splash! And now, I’m
ready for the next phase – a new kitchen. I don’t know
yet how my new kitchen will come to pass, where
the financing will come from or any of the other
details. But I do know what I want, and every
time I fuss with a tired old feature of my current
kitchen, I only smile because I know the new
one is already “dripping in.” It might be in
what seems like slow motion, but my choice
is so clear – without doubt, without “Why
isn’t it here yet?” or “I don’t know how to create it” – that I know it will happen. And I’ll be
sure to let you know when and how it does!
What do you want? I’ve asked that question
to a lot of different people (including myself)
and, almost without exception, the answer is usually long, rambling, complicated and focused on
what is not wanted. There’s nothing wrong with figuring
out what you don’t want. In fact, I think that’s an important
step in the process. But then let that go and give your attention to whatever brings you joy! Remember not to make your joy
dependent on timing though, because Time is an aspect of Focus and
you’ll just get more tangled up in it. Instead, pull back, watch the slow-motion
play unfolding, and know it’s already dropping in, in the most perfect and
beautiful way. I think it doesn’t even matter how detailed your desires are, as
long as you’re not attached to the details (and don’t attach anyone else to
them either). And remember, you can always, always choose again.
Now go start that list!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

August 25–27, 2017
Mexico City, Mexico
Michele Morayta

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
May 3–5, 2017
Yokohama, Japan
Noriko Ookubo

September 8–10, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz

May 19–21, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

October 27–29, 2017
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer

May 26–28, 2017
Adelaide, Australia
Margaret Wild

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

June 3–5, 2017
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

June 16–18, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

June 16–18, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

June 23–25, 2017
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
June 30–July 2, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
August 11–13, 2017
Louisville, Colorado, USA
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
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CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

June 16–18, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
July 14–16, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany
Karin Hoyer

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

June 16–18, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

May 6–7, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

May 5–7, 2017
Livorno, Italy
Lucia Ligi and Samanta Mela

May 20–21, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

May 5–7, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
May 12–14, 2017
Maastricht, Netherlands
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Alice Bara

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

May 12–14, 2017
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM

May 12–14, 2017
Leverkusen near Cologne, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

June 29–July 2, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

May 17–19, 2017
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
May 19–21, 2017
St. Petersburg, Russia
Inna Gorokhovsky
June 9–11, 2017
Constanta, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

June 9–11, 2017
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

June 23–25, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas

August 4–6, 2017
Paradise Point, Gold Coast, Australia
Leanne Woodbury and Gabrielle Maria

June 9–11, 2017
Tallinn, Estonia
Tamara Nefjodova and Irina Serenkova

June 23–25, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

August 11–13, 2017
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

June 10–12, 2017
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan and Marisa Calvi

June 30–July 2, 2017
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

August 25–27, 2017
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

June 16–18, 2017
Dijon, France
Jean–Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova

July 7–9, 2017
Munich, Germany
Eva Holzheuer and Kay von Randow

June 17–19, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

July 28-30, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta-Arsene
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud
Class

Wound of
Adam

FI,DE,JP,NO,PT,RO,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

Quantum
Allowing

PT,RO,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

ProGnost 2017 BG,CZ,FI,FR,DE,JP,LV,PL,PT,RO,SR,

MORE INFO

Cloud
Classes

Freedom…
Now What?

MORE INFO

Cloud
Classes

Consciousness DK,FI,DE
Theater

MORE INFO

Merabhs

Love Merabh
of Isis & Adam

ES,LV,NO,RO,RU

MORE INFO

Dream
Walk

DreamWalk
to Theos

CZ,DE,LV,RO,ES

MORE INFO

LV,RO,RU

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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